Shroom Spores

At Focus Planet, we are dedicated to bringing you the highest quality spore prints available today. We stock a wide variety of Psilocybe Cubensis spore print strains. For growing large quantities of mushrooms you need a huge number of spores, our thick spore prints contain millions of spores all ready to germinate. So if you want to take mycology seriously, or grow lots of little ‘fun guys’ check out our wide range of magic mushroom spore prints.

We stock various other exotic spore prints including Psilocybe Mexicana, which can be used to grow magic truffles. Panaeolus Cyanescens contain much greater levels of psychedelic alkaloids than regular magic mushrooms.

USE SPORE PRINT

To use spore prints, you have a multitude of options: they can be mixed with sterile, distilled water to create spore syringes for inoculating substrates. Many prefer to transfer their spores onto an agar medium for faster germination and the ability to then use the strongest part of the mycelium to inoculate larger substrates. A large number of amateur mycologists buy spore prints for collection or microscopic use, in which the spores can be used as a comparison for mushroom hunting.

SPORE PRINTS VS SPORE SYRINGES

Whilst spore syringes boast incredible ease of use, for the serious grower nothing can beat a clean spore print. With minimal work, one can make 7 to 10 sterile spore syringes. You can be confident of your syringe quality as you know what’s going in. The authenticity of a spore print can be checked under a microscope to guarantee that the spores you bought are the ones you need. Spore prints are far more durable than spore syringes, having a shelf life of over five years if stored in a cool, dry, dark place. A spore syringe remains viable for around six months on average if refrigerated. So if you’re in this for the long run, or you want to go big, then a spore print is for you.

SPORE STRAINS

Psilocybe Cubensis comes in a variety of different strains each with unique qualities for cultivation. We commonly stock a variety of spore prints, including:

- Amazonian
- Cambodian
- B+
- Ecuador
- Golden Teacher
- Koh Samui
- Mazatapec
- Orissa
PF Classic

Buy your shroom spores with us and guarantee a successful germination. Don’t waste time and money buying bunk syringes; make several of your own with just one of our spore prints. All of our shroom spores for sale are taken in a sterile environment by a professional. You don’t want to keep lining the pockets of dodgy suppliers and street dealers when you could grow your own with our germination-guaranteed shroom spores.